
A comprehensive resource for the ever-changing needs of growers everywhere

AgriEdge® is more than a whole-farm management program – it is a solution that empowers you to make better, faster decisions. Our technology platform helps you drive better yields and achieve greater potential returns on investment. You can count on our proven, integrated tools and top-notch service to help you turn agronomics into economics.
SERVICE
Exclusive on-farm technology and agribusiness consultation from an AgriEdge specialist; top ranked web- and phone-based assistance delivered by the AgriEdge support team.

AGRONOMICS
Access to the industry's most complete portfolio of products, with integrated crop planning, prescription recommendations, and analytics for continuous improvement.

TECHNOLOGY
AgriEdge software combines business-level decision making, field-level agronomic insights, and an integrations hub to put all the technology you use in one place.

STEWARDSHIP
Sustainable practice tracking, reporting and mapping for regulatory compliance to allow greater supply chain transparency and enhanced relationships with Value Chain partners.

ECONOMICS
Field-level profitability analysis, unique cost-share opportunities in crop production, and competitive financing for Syngenta crop inputs.
Maximize efficiency and minimize risk with integrated crop planning, prescription recommendations and access to a complete portfolio of cutting-edge seed and crop protection products.

Smart planning
Our whole-farm management software, paired with resellers’ knowledge, enables you to create integrated crop plans on a field-by-field basis. In an ever-changing market, it provides a solid foundation for success.

Solutions built for forward-thinking growers like you
AgriEdge specialists and Syngenta agronomists provide expert recommendations and data-based prescriptions.

Broad portfolio of products
Through AgriEdge, specialists and resellers offer an integrated approach with a broad portfolio including seed, seed treatments, crop protection and post-harvest products from Syngenta and other suppliers.
Service
You can trust our dedicated support team, serving you on the farm, on the phone and on the web, to help you match the platform to the needs of your operation.

Collaborative, personalized service
Knowledgeable on-farm support from Syngenta AgriEdge specialists

- Trusted web- and phone-based technical support from the AgriEdge support team

What to expect from the AgriEdge support team:
- Software set-up, training and season-long support
- Technical support through telephone, email and via web tutorials
- Software expertise with farm experience and familiarity

What to expect from AgriEdge specialists:
- Software set-up, training and season-long support
- Agronomic recommendations and crop plans
- Product support on seed, crop protection and seed treatments
- Analytics and reports to support farm management decisions
- Regional expertise

Stewardship
Improve sustainability tracking and ensure regulatory compliance with cutting-edge reporting and mapping.

Sustainable Solutions
Our unique whole-farm management platform helps you share your story of sustainability. Record and compile reports on sustainable practices for business partners, regulatory bodies or processors.

Regulatory compliance
Map trait technology and restricted use crop protection applications to generate regulatory compliance reports and GAP reporting.
Economics

Benefit from field-level profitability analysis, unique cost-share opportunities in crop production and competitive financing for Syngenta crop inputs.

Increase profitability
Whole-farm management enables field-level profit measurement. Field-by-field monitoring helps you identify individual areas where profit margins can be increased.

Save time and money
Inputting data is simple and efficient. Spend less time in front of a computer or log book and more time in the field. Use prescription planning and comprehensive monitoring to apply products with confidence.

Cost-Share Opportunities
Growers qualify for AgriEdge by satisfying a minimum farm spend on Syngenta brand products.

Assistance when you need it
Growers may earn financing on eligible Syngenta seed, crop protection and Seedcare brands.
Technology

The robust farm management software empowers you to make better decisions, faster. Get a full-season view of your operation with field-level insights, business-level analysis and whole-farm results. Track inputs, map fields, manage inventories and securely store data, all in one place, with technology that moves with you.

Cutting-edge capabilities

- Entity, farm and field-level profit measurement
- Robust crop planning and budgeting
- GIS field mapping, infrastructure mapping, border crop and sensitive area identification
- Store and query data based on field attributes (crop varieties, irrigation, tillage, etc.)
- Active ingredient threshold monitoring
- Farm inputs tracked by entity, farm, field or crop zone
- Manage product inventories, pricing and invoicing
- Generate work orders in English and Spanish, and include Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) / Worker Protection Safety (WPS) Requirements
- Capture, store and report key sustainability metrics
- Record harvest information for any crop or field

Accessible connectivity

Stay connected, even when you’re on the move. Cloud storage technology enables access to the farm management software from any desktop computer, tablet or mobile phone, whether you’re online or not.
Integrated innovation

AgriEdge offers a complete, technology-enabled approach to help you translate agronomics into economics.

- Gain unmatched data and record-keeping access through the exclusive AgriEdge farm management software.
- Maximize yield, efficiency and potential profits with satellite, aircraft and drone imagery analysis.
- Manage and monitor crop management through precise capture, collection and analysis of field data.
- Protect your investment from unexpected weather events with unique cost-share opportunities.

Simple equipment integration

Our exchange center allows for easy integration with several data collection systems, including John Deere® and Case IH®. You can import auto-captured records and export field boundaries and data to equipment monitors.

Reporting data

Types of reports available:

- Field information reports
- Financial reports
- Fertility reports
- Processor reports
- Yield reports
- Regulatory reports
- FSA/crop insurance reports
- Inventory reports
- Operation reports
- Production reports

Export PDF or Microsoft Excel files.
Ready to take your operation to the next level?

Visit www.AgriEdge.com for more information.
Make better, faster decisions